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Risk Assessment - South Coast Air Quality Management
Districtwww.aqmd.gov/home/permits/risk-assessment
Risk Assessment (RA) Procedures for Rules 1401 and 212 . Risk assessment procedures, including procedures for a simple risk screening, were developed by South Coast Air Quality ...

Technical Air Pollution Resources | US
EPAhttps://www.epa.gov/technical-air-pollution-resources
Nov 30, 2020 · Fate, Exposure, and Risk Analysis (FERA) FERA provides tools used to evaluate the health risks and environmental effects associated with exposure to criteria air pollutants and ...

Chemicals - OEHHAAhttps://oehha.ca.gov/chemicals
Toxicity criteria on chemicals evaluated by OEHH. OEHHA chemical database meta data Export database as . CSV file If you are having trouble with the download and would like a copy of the database ...

NC DEQ: Emission Inventorieshttps://deq.nc.gov/about/divisions/air-quality/air-quality-data/
EPA's National-scale Air Toxics Assessment (NATA) for North Carolina EPA's National-Scale Air Toxics Assessment (NATA) is a screening assessment that estimates inhalation ...

air toxic risk assessment and
Researchers at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai have developed a novel machine learning algorithm and used it to identify previously unknown mixtures of toxic air pollutants that appear to

study uncovers toxic air pollutant mixtures linked to poor childhood asthma outcomes.
Researchers at the Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai have developed a novel machine learning algorithm and used it to identify previously unknown mixtures of toxic air pollutants that appear to

childhood asthma study uncovers risky air pollutant mixtures
EPA is set to ramp up scrutiny of facilities that do not currently report releases of a toxic gas as the Biden administration beefs up its environmental justice agenda.

epa eyes broader oversight of cancer-causing gas
The U.S. Air Force (USAF) has prepared an Environmental Assessment (EA) in accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) and the USAF’s Environmental Impact Analysis Process to analyze

public notice: environmental assessment for the construction of a wildlife exclusion fence
Researcher Casey Kalman discusses how chemical facilities can prepare for worsening climate change and natural disasters.

floods, fires, and outdated disaster plans at chemical facilities
Cleaning up coal ash sites the right way would alleviate water contamination, address environmental justice issues, and create more jobs than current site owner plans.

repairing the damage
We’re at a critical moment for ensuring TSCA is implemented in a manner that protects those at greatest risk and helps to build healthier communities,” said Dr. Doa. “EFD has a track record of using

epa official to join edf to direct tscs advocacy
The beauty of decentralized parametric insurance is its simplicity: It can be understood as an “if/then” equation, which is automatically executed via a smart contract.

the importance of decentralized insurance in a destabilizing climate
Today, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has announced a settlement with Taylor Farms over alleged Clean Air Act violations at the Taylor Fresh, Inc. and Taylor Farms California, Inc.

epa fines salinas-based facilities $178,000 for clean air act violations
A $1.8-billion settlement over the 2015 gas leak has relieved some residents, but many still seek answers about the consequences to their health.

long after aliso canyon gas rupture, residents still fear long-term toll on their health
The assessment calculated that the chemical posed a cancer risk and acknowledged that would likely react with water in the air, forming a less toxic compound that would not pose a risk to

new evidence of corruption at epa chemicals division
Jacobs' environmental consulting standing is complemented by its global environmental design work, where the company is ranked No. 1 in hazardous clean air compliance and site assessment.

what do tougher who air quality guidelines mean for uk?
The law encouraging corporate accountability is not all stick — there are also carrots for both producer countries and businesses.

milestone bill would bar imports linked to forest destruction
A groundwater plume containing toxic chemicals commonly used in commercial dry cleaning is believed to lurk underneath Butte High School.

chemical plume suspected under butte high school
Newark residents face the nation’s second-greatest cancer risk due to diesel communities will be granted air emissions permits based on cumulative impact assessments and stricter reviews.

room to breathe: industrial projects and communities are challenged to coexist
The agency is still finalizing its full assessment of the air sample findings, and said that the Agency for Toxic Substances and data shows “no immediate risk to human health.”

lundberg: virginia needs to do more to fix bristol landfill smell
Our children should not be forced to think that everyone around them is ill and dangerous and that their air is toxic to They will do a health-risk assessment, and they will tell us what

parents protest against mask mandate in swan valley school district
Waste specialist Veolia has dismissed any suggestion that the smoke seen billowing from the decommissioned Ninian Northern platform in Shetland could have been toxic. A fire developed at the

smoke from decommissioned shetland oil platform ‘not hazardous’
water and air. Rice, which is a common ingredient in baby cereal, is grown submerged in water and is especially good at absorbing inorganic arsenic, the most toxic form. Exposure to heavy metals

manufacturers allowed baby food contaminated with heavy metals to remain on shelves, lawmakers say
(AP) — In June 2014, an air monitor strapped to a worker inside a Tampa lead factory picked up an unmistakable red flag. The level of cadmium, a toxic metal document the risk to employees.
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